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Abstract. Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) enables a client to
securely outsource large encrypted database to a server while supporting
efficient keyword search. Most of the existing works are designed against
the honest-but-curious server. That is, the server will be curious but
execute the protocol in an honest manner. Recently, some researchers
presented various verifiable SSE schemes that can resist to the malicious
server, where the server may not honestly perform all the query oper-
ations. However, they either only considered single-keyword search or
cannot handle very large database. To address this challenge, we pro-
pose a new verifiable conjunctive keyword search scheme by leveraging
accumulator. Our proposed scheme can not only ensure verifiability of
search result even if an empty set is returned but also support efficient
conjunctive keyword search with sublinear overhead. Besides, the verifi-
cation cost of our construction is independent of the size of search result.
In addition, we introduce a sample check method for verifying the com-
pleteness of search result with a high probability, which can significantly
reduce the computation cost on the client side. Security and efficiency
evaluation demonstrate that the proposed scheme not only can achieve
high security goals but also has a comparable performance.

Keywords: Searchable encryption · Verifiable search
Conjunctive keyword search · Accumulator

1 Introduction

Cloud computing, as a promising computing paradigm, offers seemly unbounded
data storage capability and computation resource in a pay-as-you-go manner.
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More and more resource-constrained users trend to move their own data into
the cloud so that they can enjoy superior data storage services without data
maintenance overheads locally. Despite its tremendous benefits, data outsourcing
suffers from some security and privacy concerns [10,12,23]. One main challenge
is the secrecy of outsourced data [11]. That is, the cloud server should not learn
any useful information about the private data. For example, it has been reported
recently that up to 87 million users’ private information in Facebook is leaked to
the Cambridge Analytica firm [26]. Although traditional encryption technology
can guarantee the confidentiality of outsourced data, it heavily impedes the
ability of searching over outsourced data [22].

A promising solution, called Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE), has
attracted considerable interest from both academic and industrial community.
SSE enables a data owner to outsource encrypted data to the cloud server while
reserving searchability. Specifically, the data owner encrypts data with his pri-
vate key before outsourcing and then stores the ciphertext associated with some
metadata (e.g., indices) into the cloud server. Upon receiving a search token,
the server performs the search operation and returns all the matched results to
the user. The primitive of SSE has been widely studied [5,7,13,16,18,20,28].
Note that the above works only consider single-keyword search. To enhance the
search availability, SSE supporting conjunctive keyword search has been exten-
sively studied [3,6,17,27]. However, those schemes either suffer from low search
efficiency or leak too much information on the queried keyword. Recently, Cash
et al. [8] presented the first sublinear SSE scheme with support for conjunctive
keyword search, named OXT. In their construction, the search complexity is
linear with the matched document of the least frequent keyword, which makes it
adaptable to the large database setting. There are different extensions of OXT
subsequently. Sun et al. [29] extended this scheme to a multi-user setting, in
which any authorized user can submit a search query and retrieve the matched
documents. Following that, a fast decryption improvement has been given in
[34]. Another multi-user scheme has been proposed in [19] by using a thresh-
old approach. Zuo et al. [35] gave another extension supporting general Boolean
queries. Note that all the above works are constructed in the honest-but-curious
cloud model, where the cloud server is assumed to honestly perform all search
operations.

In practice however, the cloud server may be malicious, since it may return
an incorrect and/or incomplete search result for selfish reasons. According to
Veritas [31], 28% of organizations admit to suffering from permanent data loss
in the past three years. Thus, in order to resist to malicious server, verifiable
SSE attracted more and more attention [2,4,9,25,30]. Azraoui et al. [2] proposed
a publicly verifiable conjunctive keyword search scheme by integrating Cuckoo
hashing and polynomial-based accumulators. The main idea is that the server
performs search for each individual keyword and then computes the intersec-
tion of all the matched document subsets. The drawback of this method is that
the search cost increases linear with the entire database size and reveals more
intra-query leakage information, such as access pattern on each distinct keyword
in a conjunction query. Recently, Bost et al. [4] proposed an efficient verifiable
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SSE scheme by using verifiable hash table. Nevertheless, their solution can just
support verifiable single keyword search. To our best knowledge, how to simulta-
neously achieve verifiability of the search result and efficient conjunctive keyword
search on large database remains a challenge problem.

1.1 Our Contribution

In this paper, we focus on verifiable conjunctive keyword search scheme for large
encrypted database. Our contribution can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a new verifiable conjunctive keyword search scheme based on
accumulator, which can ensure correctness and completeness of search result
even if an empty set is returned. The search cost of the proposed scheme
depends on the number of documents matching with the least frequent key-
word, which is independent of the entire database.

• The proposed scheme can achieve verifiability of the search result with con-
stant size communication overhead between the client and server. That is, the
server returns a constant size proof (i.e., witness) of the search result, and
the client is able to check the correctness of the search result with a constant
computation overhead. In addition, we introduce a sample check method to
check the completeness of search result, which can achieve low false-positive
by checking only a fraction of the search result and reduce the computation
overhead on the client side.

• We present a formal security analysis of our proposed construction and also
provide a thorough implementation of it on a real-world dataset. The exper-
iment results demonstrate that our proposed construction can achieve the
desired property with a comparable computation overhead.

1.2 Related Work

Song et al. [28] proposed the first SSE scheme, in which the document is
encrypted word by word. As a result, the search cost grows linear with the
size of database. Goh [16] constructed a search index for each document to
improve the search efficiency. However, the search complexity is linear with the
number of documents. Curtmola et al. [13] introduced the first sublinear SSE
scheme, in which an inverted index is generated based on all distinct keyword.
Kamara et al. [18] extended [13] to support dynamic search. Subsequently, a line
of research focused on dynamic search [5,7,20]. In order to enrich query expres-
siveness, Golle et al. [17] presented the first secure conjunctive keyword search
scheme. The search complexity is linear with the number of documents in the
whole database. Later, some work [3,6,27] are proposed to enhance the search
efficiency. However, those solutions can only support search on the structured
data. In 2013, Cash et al. [8] proposed the first sublinear SSE scheme supporting
conjunctive keyword search, which can be used to perform search on structured
data as well as free text. The search complexity is only linear in the number of
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documents which contain the least frequency keyword among the queried key-
words. Thus, it is suitable to deploy in large-scale database setting. Recently,
Sun et al. [29] extended this scheme to multi-user setting. That is, it not only
support for the data owner but also an arbitrary authorized user to perform
search.

Chai et al. [9] first considered verifiable search in malicious server model
and presented a verifiable keyword search scheme based on the character tree.
However, the proposed scheme can only support the exact keyword search in
plaintext scenario. Kurosawa and Ohtaki [21] proposed the first verifiable SSE
scheme to support the verifiability of the correctness of search result. Wang et al.
[33] presented a verifiable fuzzy keyword search scheme, which can simultane-
ously achieve fuzzy keyword search and verifiability query. Recently, plenty of
works [4,25,32] were dedicated to give a valid proof when the search result is
an empty set. That is, when the search query has no matched result, the client
can verify whether there is actually no matched result or it is a malicious behav-
ior. Note that all the above-mentioned solutions are focused on single keyword
search. Sun et al. [30] proposed a verifiable SSE scheme for conjunctive keyword
search based on accumulator. However, their construction cannot work when the
server purposely returned an empty set. Similarly, Azraoui et al. [2] presented a
verifiable conjunctive keyword search scheme which support public verifiability
of search result.

1.3 Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present some preliminaries in
Sect. 2. The verifiable conjunctive-keyword search scheme is proposed in Sect. 3.
Section 4 presents the formal security analysis of the proposed construction. Its
performance evaluation is given in Sect. 5. Finally, the conclusion is given in
Sect. 6.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first present some notations (as shown in Table 1) and basic
cryptographic primitives that are used in this work. We then present the formal
security definition.

2.1 Bilinear Pairings

Let G and GT be two cyclic multiplicative groups of prime order p, and g be
a generator of G. A bilinear pairing is a mapping e : G × G → GT with the
following properties:

1. Bilinearity: e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab for all u, v ∈ G, and a, b ∈ Zp;
2. Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) �= 1, where 1 represents the identity of group GT;
3. Computability: there exists an algorithm to efficient compute e(u, v) for any

u, v ∈ G.
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Table 1. Notations.

Notations Meaning

λ Security parameter of the system

indi Identifier of the i-th file

Wi Keyword list of indi

W = ∪T
i=1 Wi Keyword set of the whole database

DB = (indi, Wi)
T
i=1 The representation of the whole database

F : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ �→ {0, 1}λ A pseudo-random function

Fp : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ �→ Z�
p A pseudo-random function mapped into group Z�

p

stagw Trapdoor of a given keyword w

Stag Trapdoors of all the keywords in a search query

ew File identifiers contain keyword w

Acc(S) Accumulator value for the set S

Wx,S The proof of membership of element x for set S

Ŵx,S The proof of non-membership of element x for set S

Td The user’s search token with a set of keywords

Rw1 Search result contain the keyword w1

R Final result satisfied the search criteria

proof The evidence of search result, i.e., Witness

2.2 Complexity Assumptions

Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) Assumption. Let a, b, c ∈R G and g be
a generator of G. We say that the DDH assumption holds if there no proba-
bilistic polynomial time algorithm can distinguish the tuple (g, ga, gb, gab) from
(g, ga, gb, gc) with non-negligible advantage.

q-Strong Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH) Assumption. Let a ∈R Zp and g be a
generator of G. We say that the q-SDH assumption holds if given a q + 1-tuple
(g, ga, ga2

, . . . , gaq

), there no probabilistic polynomial time algorithm can output
a pair (g1/a+x

1 , x) with non-negligible advantage, where x ∈ Z
∗
p.

2.3 Security Definitions

Similar to [8,29], we present the security definition of our VSSE scheme by
describing the leakage information LVSSE, which refers to the maximum infor-
mation that is allowed to learn by the adversary.

Let Π = (VEDBSetup,KeyGen,TokenGen,Search,Verify) be a verifiable sym-
metric searchable encryption scheme, VEDB be the encrypted version database,
A be an polynomial adversary and S be a simulator. Assuming that PK/MK be
the public key/system master key, SK be the private key for a given authorized
user. We define the security via the following two probabilistic experiments:

• RealΠA(λ): A chooses a database DB, then the experiment runs VEDBSetup(λ,
DB) and returns (VEDB, PK) to A. Then, A generates the authorized
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private key SK by running KeyGen(MK,w) for the authorized keywords w of a
given client, adaptively chooses a conjunctive query w̄ and obtains the search
token Td by running TokenGen(SK, w̄). The experiment answers the query
by running Search(Td,VEDB,PK) and Verify(Rw1 ,R, {proofi}i=1,2,VEDB)),
then gives the transcript and the client output to A. Finally, the adversary
A outputs a bit b ∈ {0, 1} as the output of the experiment.

• IdealΠA,S(λ): The experiment initializes an empty list q and sets a counter i =
0. Adversary A chooses a database DB, the experiment runs S(LVSSE(DB))
and returns (VEDB, PK) to A. Then, the experiment insert each query into
q as q[i], and outputs all the transcript to A by running S(LVSSE(DB,q)).
Finally, the adversary A outputs a bit b ∈ {0, 1} as the output of the experi-
ment.

We say the Π is L-semantically secure verifiable symmetric searchable
encryption scheme if for all probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A there
exist an simulator S such that:

|Pr[RealΠA(λ) = 1] − Pr[IdealΠA,S(λ)]| ≤ negl(λ)

2.4 Leakage Function

The goal of searchable symmetric encryption is to achieve efficient search over
encrypted data while revealing as little as possible private information. Following
with [13,29], we describe the security of our VSSE scheme with leakage function
LVSSE.

For the sake of simplicity, given q = (s,x) represent a sequence of query,
where s(x) denotes sterm (xterm) array of the query q. The i-th query is
expressed as q[i] = (s[i],x[i]). On input DB and q, the leakage function LVSSE

consists of the following leakage information:

• K = ∪T
i=1Wi is the total number of keywords in the DB.

• N =
∑T

i=1 |Wi| is the total number of keyword/document identifier pairs in
DB.

• s̄ ∈ N
|q| is the equality pattern of the sterm set s, where each distinct sterm

is assigned by an integer according to its order of appearance in s. i.e., if
s = (a, b, c, b, a), then s̄ = (1, 2, 3, 2, 1).

• SP is the size pattern of the queries, which is the number of document iden-
tifiers matching the sterm in each query, i.e., SP[i] = |DB(s[i])|. In addition,
we define SRP[i] = DB(s[i]) as the search result associated with the sterm of
the i-th query, which includes the corresponding proof.

• RP is the result pattern, which consists of all the document identifiers match-
ing the query q[i]. That is, the intersection of the sterm with all xterm in the
same query.

• IP is the conditional intersection pattern, which represents a matrix satisfies
the following condition:

IP[i, j, α, β] =

{
DB(s[i]) ∩ DB(s[j]), if s[i] �= s[j] and x[i, α] = x[j, β]
∅, otherwise
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3 Verifiable Conjunctive Keyword Search Scheme Based
on Accumulator

In this section, we firstly introduce some building blocks adopted in the pro-
posed construction. Then, we present the proposed verifiable conjunctive key-
word search scheme in detail.

3.1 Building Block

Bilinear-Map Accumulators. We briefly introduce the accumulator based
on bilinear maps supporting non-membership proofs [14]. It can provide a
short proof of (non)-membership for any subset that (not) belong to a given
set. More specifically, given a prime p, it can accumulates a given set S =
{x1, x2, · · · , xN} ⊂ Zp into an element in G. Given the public parameter of the
accumulator PK = (gs, . . . , gst

), the corresponding private key is s ∈ Zp. The
accumulator value of S is defined as

Acc(S) = g
∏N

i=1(xi+s)

Note that Acc(S) can be reconstructed by only knowing set S and PK in
polynomial interpolation manner. The proof of membership for a subset S1 ⊆ S

is the witness WS1,S = g
∏

x∈S−S1
(x+s), which shows that a subset S1 belongs to

the set S.
Using the witness WS1,S , the verifier can determine the membership of subset

WS1 by checking the following equation e(WS1,S , g
∏

x∈S1
(x+s)) = e(Acc(S), g)1.

To verify some element xi /∈ S, the witness consists of a tuple Ŵxi,S =
(wxi

, uxi
) ∈ G × Z

∗
p satisfying the following requirement:

ux �= 0

(xi + s) | [
∏

x∈S

(x + s) + uxi
]

wxi+s
x = Acc(S) · guxi

In particular, let fS(s) denote the product in the exponent of Acc(S), i.e.,
fS(s) =

∏
x∈S(x + s), any y /∈ S, the unique non-membership witness Ŵxi,S =

(wy, uy) can be denoted as:

uy = −fS(−y) mod p = −
∏

x∈S

(x − y) mod p

wy = g[fS(s)−fS(−y)]/(y+s).

The verification algorithm in this case checks that

e(wy, gy · gs) = e(Acc(S) · guy , g)
1 Particularly, for a given element x, the corresponding witness is Wx,S =

g
∏

x̂∈S:x̂�=x(x̂+s), the verifier can check that e(Wx,S , gx · gs) = e(Acc(S), g).
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3.2 The Concrete Construction

In this section, we present a concrete verifiable SSE scheme which mainly con-
sists of five algorithms Π = (VEDBSetup,KeyGen,TokenGen,Search,Verify). We
remark that each keyword w should be a prime in our scheme. This can be easily
facilitated by using a hash-to-prime hash function such as the one used in [29].
For simplicity, we omit this “hash-to-prime” statement in the rest of this paper
and simply assume that each w is a prime number. The details of the proposed
scheme are given as follows.

• VEDBSetup(1λ,DB): the data owner takes as input of security parameter λ, a
database DB = (indi,Wi)T

i=1, and outputs the system master key MK, public
key PK and the Verifiable Encrypted Database (VEDB). As shown in the
following Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. VEDBSetup(λ,DB)
Input: DB = (indi, Wi)

T
i=1

Output: VEDB, MK, PK
1: The data owner selects two big primes p, q, random keys KX , KI , KZ for PRF FP ,

Ks for PRF F , and computes n = pq.

2: The data owner randomly selects g
R← G, g1, g2, g3

R← Z
∗
n and secret key sk = s,

then computes pk = (gs, . . . , gst), where t is an upper bound on the number
of the cardinality. The system public/master key pair are defined as: MK ←
{KX , KI , KZ , KS , p, q, s} ,PK ← {n, g, pk}.

3: TSet, XSet, Stag ← φ;
4: for w ∈ W do
5: ew ← φ; c ← 1
6: Ke ← F (KS , w); stagw ← F (KS , g

1/w
1 mod n)

7: Stag← Stag ∪ {H(stagw)}, where H(·) is a secure hash function, i.e., SHA-256.
8: for ind ∈ DB(w) do

9: xind ← Fp(KI , ind); z ← Fp(KZ , g
1/w
2 mod n ‖ c)

10: l ← F (stagw, c); e ← Enc(Ke, ind); y ← xind · z−1

11: TSet[l] = (e, y); ew ← ew ∪ {e};

12: xtagw ← gFp(KX ,g
1/w
3 mod n)·xind; XSet ← XSet ∪ {xtagw}

13: c ← c + 1
14: end for
15: l ← F (stagw, 0)

16: Acc(ew) ← g
∏

ei∈ew
(ei+s)

17: TSet[l] = (Acc(ew), H(Ke, Acc(ew)))
18: end for
19: Compute accumulator values:

• Acc(XSet) ← g
∏

xtag∈XSet(xtag+s)

• Acc(Stag) ← g
∏

stag∈Stag(stag+s)

20: Set VEDB ← {TSet, XSet, Stag, Acc(Stag), Acc(XSet)}
21: return {VEDB, MK, PK}
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• KeyGen(MK,w): Assume that an authorized user is allowed to perform search
over an authorized keywords w = {w1, w2, . . . , wN}, the data owner com-

putes sk
(i)
w = (g

1/
∏N

j=1 wj

i mod n) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and generates search
key skw = (sk(1)

w , sk
(2)
w , sk

(3)
w ), then sends the authorized private key SK =

(KS ,KX ,KZ ,KT , skw) to the authorized user.

Algorithm 2. TokenGen(SK, w̄)
Input: SK, w̄
Output: Td
1: Td, xtoken ← φ
2: stag ← F (KS , (sk

(1)
w̄ )

∏
w∈kw\w1

w mod n) = F (KS , g
1/w1
1 mod n)

3: for c = 1, 2, . . . until the server stops do
4: for i = 2, . . . , d do

5: xtoken[c, i] ← gFp(KZ ,(sk
(2)
w̄ )

∏
w∈w̄\w1

w
mod n‖c)·Fp(KX ,(sk

(3)
w̄ )

∏
w∈w̄\wi

w
) mod n=

gFp(KZ ,g
1/w1
2 mod n‖c)·Fp(KX ,g

1/wi
3 mod n)

6: end for
7: xtoken[c] = xtoken[c, 2], ..., xtoken[c, d]
8: end for
9: Td ← (stag, xtoken[1], xtoken[2], ...)

10: return the search token Td

• TokenGen(SK, w̄): Suppose that an authorized user wants to perform a con-
junctive query w̄ = (w1, . . . , wd), where d ≤ N . Let sterm be the least frequent
keyword in a given search query. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the sterm of the query w̄ is w1, then the search token st of the query is
generated with Algorithm 2 and sent to the cloud server.

• Search(Td,VEDB,PK): Upon receiving the search token Td, the cloud server
firstly performs a single keyword search with stag, and then returns all the
document identities that matching the search criteria along with the corre-
sponding proof. The detail is shown in Algorithm3.

• Verify(Rw1 ,R, {proofi}i=1,2,VEDB)): To verify the integrity of search result,
the user checks the validity in terms of both correctness and completeness.
At the end of the verification, it outputs Accept or Reject that represents the
server is honest or malicious. Precisely, the algorithm is performed according
to the following cases:

Case 1: When Rw1 is an empty set, it implies that there is no matched tuples in
the TSet. The server returns the corresponding verification information
(proof1, Acc(Stag)). Let fStag(s) denote the product in the exponent
of Acc(Stag), that is fStag(s) =

∏
x∈Stag(x + s). The non-membership

witness Ŵstagw1 ,Stag = proof1 = (wstagw1
, ustagw1

) can be denoted as:

ustagw1
= −fStag(−stagw1) mod p = −

∏

x∈Stag

(x − stagw1) mod p

wstagw1
= g[fStag(s)−fStag(−stagw1 )]/(stagw1+s).
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Algorithm 3. Search(Td,VEDB,PK)
Input: Td, VEDB, PK
Output: Rw1 ,R, proof
1: Rw1 , R, B ← φ; proof ← NULL

Phase 1 :
2: l ← F (stagw1 , 0); (Acc(ew), H(Ke, Acc(ew)) ← TSet[l])
3: for c = 1, 2, · · · do
4: l ← F (stagw1 , c); (ec, yc) ← TSet[l]; Rw1 ← Rw1 ∪ {ec}
5: end for
6: if Rw1 = φ then
7: proof1 ←Ŵstagw1 ,Stag // Refer to Case 1 below
8: return (proof1, Acc(Stag)) and exit
9: else

10: proof1 ← WRw1 ,Stag // Refer to Case 2 and 3 below
11:
12: end if

Phase 2 :
13: for c = 1, · · · , |Rw1 | do
14: for i = 2, · · · , d do
15: b[c, i] ← xtoken[c, i]yc

16: end for
17: if ∀i = 2, ..., d : b[c, i] ∈ XSet then
18: R ← R ∪ {ec}; B ← B ∪ {b[c, i]}
19: end if
20: end for
21: if R 	= φ then
22: proof2 ← WB,XSet // Refer to Case 3 below
23:
24: end if
25: proof ← {Acc(Stag), Acc(XSet), {proofi}i=1,2}
26: return (Rw1 ,R, proof)

The user checks the equalities ustagw1
�= 0 and e(wstagw1

, gstagw1 · gs) =
e(Acc(Stag) · gustagw1 , g). If pass, the process terminates and outputs
Accept.

Case 2: When Rw1 is not an empty set and R is an empty one, the cloud claims
that there is no tuple satisfied the query condition. To verify the cor-
rectness of the search result, the user firstly verifies the integrity of Rw1 .
Then the user randomly selects some elements from the Rw1 and requires
the cloud to feedback the corresponding non-member proof for the query
condition. The detail of the process is described as follows:

Step 1: The user checks the integrity of Rw1 with the following equality:

e(WRw1 ,Stag, g
∏

x∈Rw1
(x+s)) = e(Acc(Stag), g)

If it holds, then go to Step 2.
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Step 2: The user randomly selects k elements from Rw1 and checks the mem-
bership with the query condition. The detail is as shown in Algo-
rithm 4.

Case 3: When both Rw1 and R are non-empty set, the verifications of Rw1 and R
is very similar to that of Case 2. The difference is that the user randomly
selects k elements from Rw1 \R. For the detail of verifying process, please
refer to the Case 2.

Algorithm 4. Verify(Rw1(R), w̄,XSet)
Input: (Rw1(R), w̄, XSet)
Output: Accept or Reject

1: User side :
2: The user randomly selects {ind1, · · · , indk} ∈ Rw1

3: for i = 1, · · · , k do
4: xtag[i] ← φ
5: xind ← Fp(KI , indi)
6: for j = 2, · · · , d do

7: xtag[i, j] ← gFp(KX ,g
1/wj
3 mod n)·xind

8: xtag[i] ← xtag[i] ∪ xtag[i, j]
9: end for

10: end for
11: The user sends the xtag ← {xtag[1], · · · , xtag[k]} to the cloud.

Cloud side :
12: for all xtag[i] ∈ xtag do
13: for j = 2, · · · , d do
14: if xtag[i, j] /∈ XSet then
15: proof[i] ←Ŵxtag[i,j],XSet and break
16: end if
17: end for
18: proof ← proof ∪ {proof[i]}
19: end for

User side :
20: for all proof[i] ∈ proof do
21: if proof[i] holds then
22: return Accept
23: else
24: return Reject
25: end if
26: end for

Remark 1. Note that we accumulate all ind ∈ DB[w] into a accumulator value
Acc(ew), it can be used to ensure the completeness of search result. In order
to associate with the corresponding stag, it is assigned into TSet indexed by
l = F (stag, 0). More precisely, a tuple consisting of (Acc(ew),H(Ke, Acc(ew)))
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is stored in TSet[l], where Ke = F (KS , w). The integrity of Acc(ew) can be
verified by reconstructing the keyed-hash value.

Remark 2. Inspired by [1], we introduce a sample check method to verify the
completeness of search result. We determine the completeness of search result
by randomly choosing a fraction of the matched documents. More specifically,
we just randomly choose k element in Rw1 \R for completeness checking. Let PX

be the probability that the user detects the misbehavior of the server. We have
PX = 1 − n−t

n · n−1−t
n−1 · n−2−t

n−2 · . . . · n−k+1−t
n−k+1 , where n is the size of Rw1 \ R, t is

the missed documents of search result. Since n−i−t
n−i ≥ n−i−1−t

n−i−1 , PX satisfies that
1 − (n−t

n )k ≤ PX ≤ 1 − (n−k+1−t
n−k+1 )k. Similar to scheme [1], once the percentage

of the missed documents is determined, the misbehavior can be detected with
a certain high probability by checking a certain number of documents that is
independent of the size of the dataset. For example, in order to achieve a 99%
probability, 65, 21 and 7 documents should be checked when t = 10% · n, t =
20% · n and t = 50% · n, respectively.

Note that the server can generate a non-membership proof for each doc-
ument. So we need to perform multiple times non-membership verification to
ensure completeness of the search result. Although the sample check method
can greatly reduce the verification overhead at the expense of low false positive,
it remains a drawback in our proposed scheme. Thus, one interesting question
is whether there is an efficient way to achieve non-membership verification in a
batch manner.

4 Security and Efficiency Analysis

4.1 Security Analysis

In this section, we present the security of our proposed VSSE scheme with
simulation-based approach. Similar to [8,29], we first provide a security proof of
our VSSE scheme against non-adaptive attacks and then discuss the adaptive
one.

Theorem 1. The proposed scheme is L-semantically secure VSSE scheme
where LVSSE is the leakage function defined as before, assuming that the q-SDH
assumption holds in G, that F , FP are two secure PRFs and that the underlying
(Enc,Dec) is an IND-CPA secure symmetric encryption scheme.

Theorem 2. Let LVSSE be the leakage function defined as before, the proposed
scheme is L-semantically secure VSSE scheme against adaptive attacks, assum-
ing that the q-SDH assumption holds in G, that F , FP are two secure PRFs and
that the underlying (Enc,Dec) is an IND-CPA secure symmetric encryption
scheme.

Due to space constraints, we will provide the detailed proofs in our full version.
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4.2 Comparison

In this section, we compare our scheme with Cash et al.’s scheme [8] and Sun
et al.’s scheme [29]. Firstly, all of the three schemes can support conjunctive key-
word search. In particular, Our scheme can be seen as an extension from Cash
et al. scheme and Sun et al. scheme, which supports verifiability of conjunctive
query based on accumulator. All the three schemes have almost equal computa-
tion cost in search phase. Secondly, our scheme and Sun et al.’s scheme support
the authorized search in multi-user setting. Note that our scheme can support
verifiability of search result. Although it requires some extra computation over-
head to construct verifiable searchable indices, we remark that the work is only
done once.

To achieve the verification functionality in our scheme, the server requires to
generate the corresponding proofs for the search result. Here we assume that the
search result R is not empty. In this case, the proofs contain three parts. The
first part is used to verify both the correctness and completeness of the search
result for the sterm Rw1 . The second part and the third part are used to verify
the correctness and completeness of the conjunctive search result R, respectively.
The proofs generation are related to the size of database, but they can be done
in parallel on the powerful server side. In contrast, it is efficient for the client to
verify the corresponding proofs.

Table 2. Performance comparison

Schemes Scheme [8] Scheme [29] Our scheme

Query-type Conjunctive Conjunctive Conjunctive

Multi-user No Yes Yes

Verification No No Yes

EDBSetup |DB|E (|DB|+ 2|W|)E (|DB|+ 3|W|+ 2)E

TokenGen |Rw1 |(d− 1)E (|Rw1 |(d− 1) + (d+ 1))E (|Rw1 |(d− 1) + (d+ 1))E

Search |Rw1 |(d− 1)E |Rw1 |(d− 1)E |Rw1 |(d− 1)E

Verify (Server) - - (|DB| − |R| − 1)E + k(|DB| − 2)E

Verify (User) - - 2E + 4P + k(2E + 2P )

Table 2 provides the detailed comparison of all the three schemes. For the
computation overhead, we mainly consider the expensive operations, like expo-
nentiation and pairing operations. We denote by E an exponentiation, P a com-
putation of pairing, |Rw1 | the size of search result for sterm w1, |DB| the number
of whole keyword-document pairs, |R| the size of conjunctive search results, d
the number of queried keywords, k the number of selected identifiers which are
used for completeness verification.
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5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present an overall performance evaluation of the proposed
scheme. First, we give a description of the prototype to implement the VEDB
generation, the query processing and proof verification. Here the biggest chal-
lenge is how to generate the VEDB. Second, we analyze the experimental results
and compare them with [8,29].
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Fig. 1. The performance comparison among three schemes. (a) Storage cost of
VEDBSetup. (b) Time cost of Search. (c) Time cost of Verify

Prototype. There are three main components in the prototype. The first and
most important one is for VEDB generation. The second one is for query pro-
cessing and the last one is for the verification of the search result. We leverage
OpenSSL and PBC libraries to realize the cryptographic primitives. Specifically,
we use Type 1 pairing function in PBC library for pairing, HMAC for PRFs,
AES in CTR model to encrypt the indices in our proposed scheme and in scheme
[8], ABE to encrypt the indices in Sun et al.’s scheme [29].

In order to generate the VEDB efficiently, we use four LINUX machines to
establish a distributed network. Two of them are service nodes with Intel Core
I3-2120 processors running at 3.30 GHz, 4G memory and 500G disk storage.
The other two are compute nodes with Intel Xeon E5-1603 processors running
at 2.80 GHz, 16G memory and 1T disk storage. One of the service nodes is
used for storing the whole keyword-document pairs. To enhance the retrieving
efficiency, the pairs are stored in a key-value database, i.e., Redis database. The
other service node is used to store the VEDB which is actually in a MySQL
database. In order to improve the efficiency of generating VEDB, both of the
two compute nodes are used to transform the keyword-document pairs to the
items in VEDB. The experiments of server side is implemented on a LINUX
machine with Intel Core I3-2120 processors running at 3.30 GHz, 4G memory
and 500G disk storage. In order to improve the search efficiency, the TSet is
transformed to a Bloom Filter [24], which can efficiently test membership with
small storage. The verification on the user side is also implemented on a LINUX
machine with Intel Core I3-2120 processors running at 3.30 GHz, 4G memory
and 500G disk storage.
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Experimental Results. We implement the three compared schemes on the
real-world dataset from Wikimedia Download [15]. The number of documents,
distinct keywords and distinct keyword-document pairs are 7.8 ∗ 105, 4.0 ∗ 106

and 6.2 ∗ 107, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 1, we provide the detailed evaluation results by comparing

the proposed scheme with [7] and [29]. In the phrase of system setup, we mainly
focus on the size of TSet(As the XSet is almost the same in all three schemes).
The size of TSet in our scheme is slightly larger than that of [8], because the
TSet in our scheme contains the accumulators of each keywords, {Acc(ew)}w∈W .
However, the size of TSet in [29] is larger than both of our scheme and Cash
et al.’s scheme as the document identities are encrypted by the public encryp-
tion scheme (i.e., ABE) in [29]. The search complexity of all the three schemes
depends only on the least frequent keyword, i.e., sterm. It is slightly inefficient
for the scheme [8] because of the different structure of TSet. In addition, we
measure the verification cost for our scheme in two cases, Rw1 = ∅ and Rw1 �= ∅.
Obviously, it is very efficient for the client to verify the proofs given by the
server. Although the proof generation on the server side is not so efficient, it can
be generated in parallel for the powerful server. Besides, it is unnecessary for the
server to give the search result with the proofs at the same time. Alternatively,
the server can send the proofs slightly behind the search result. The experimen-
tal results show that the proposed scheme can achieve security against malicious
server while maintaining a comparable performance.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on the verifiable conjunctive search of encrypted database.
The main contribution is to present a new efficient verifiable conjunctive keyword
search scheme based on accumulator. Our scheme can simultaneously achieve
verifiability of search result even when the search result is empty and efficient
conjunctive keyword search with search complexity proportional to the matched
documents of the least frequent keyword. Moreover, the communication and
computation cost of client is constant for verifying the search result. We pro-
vide a formal security proof and thorough experiment on a real-world dataset,
which demonstrates our scheme can achieve the desired security goals with a
comparable efficiency. However, our scheme needs to perform non-membership
verification for each document individually. How to design a variant of accumu-
lator that can provide a constant non-membership proof for multiple elements
is an interesting problem.
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